




Sidermec is the leading service centre in Europe for the purchase 
and processing of tinplate and chromium coated steel for 
industrial packaging.

Its story begins in 1974 in Romagna, when founder Giuseppe 
Buda decided to create a typical Italian family business. 
Over time, Sidermec has evolved, inserting the values   of 
a strong tradition into a new organisational model based on 
efficient teamwork.

Today, just as in a well-knit family, all of the managerial, technical 
and commercial teams work synergistically with one goal in mind: 
to understand the needs of the customer in order to achieve a 
tailor-made solution. 

Since 1994 Sidermec has been working in partnership with the 
Belgian company Indumet and can therefore count on 
two production-logistics hubs, capable of efficiently covering the 
entire European, and part of the global market.
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OUR
NUMBERS

our company

120.000 tons processed annually 
20.000 square meters of factory space 
3 cutting and conditioning production areas 
47 average age
6 circular shears for lateral trimming 

120.000

30.000
64

tons processed and sold per year
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sheets daily production capacity
700.000

tonnes

7 straight cut/scroll
and lateral trim

of storage capacity



MANUFACTORING
HUBS

Italy

The Sidermec group, with 3 manufactoring hubs, two in Italy 
and the other in Belgium, is the ideal European partner for 
tinplate, chromium coated steel and black plate sales, cutting and 
flattening.

three
Belgium



over forty years
EXPERIENCE

Sidermec’s market leadership in the sale and 
processing of tin plate is based on the 
following strengths: customer support through our 
partnership with leading European manufacturers, 
excellent value for money of our products services 
and certified processing systems that continually 
monitor our cutting lines.

The experience we have gained in our sector 
has led Sidermec to develop technical expertise in 
material processing, which is acknowledged by the 
major European steel groups with which we operate.

All production processes are rigorously monitored 
according to quality systems directives. Sidermec 
complies with the UNI EN ISO 9001 norms, and 
guarantees a product that always meets the 
requested requirements, with rapid and reliable 
delivery.

Our range of services and quick delivery is 
ensured through three service centres in Italy 
(Sidermec) and in Belgium thanks to our partnership 
with Indumet, strategically located near Europe’s 
largest tin plate producers.

120,000 tonnes processed annually and 30,000 
tonnes of internal storage.



ensure continuous monitoring of the 
material specifications: dimensions, angles, 
hardness, elastic limit, coverage. 

We check the results of these tests on 
the material upon arrival, during each 
stage of processing and output of 
the production cycle.

Our processing 
systems 

Flexibility
is a key added value within Sidermec, because 
thanks to an efficient and qualified organisational 
technique we are able to meet the requests that 
come from both small and large industry.



Thanks to its strategic partnership 
with Indumet Belgium, Sidermec is able to offer products, 
services and consultancy in the field of tin plate with a global 
coverage, responding with efficiency and expertise to the 
complex demands of specific customers wherever they are in the 
world. 

The competitive edge that distinguishes Sidermec translates into a 
recognizable economic advantage for the end user. This has led 
Sidermec in becoming the partner of choice on the international 
scene.

Partners with certified suppliers and with the best European iron 
works.

worldwide

SATISFIED 
CLIENTS
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SERVICES

> Cutting and trimming
> Selection
> Withdrawal of substandard  
 quality product



> 7 numerically controlled cutting lines 

   (straight cut/scroll and lateral trim) 

> Maximum coil weight: 15 tons

> Maximum diameter of coils: 1600 mm

> Maximum coil width: 1250 mm

> Height limits: 0.13/0.50 mm

> Cut: min 450 mm, max 1200 mm

> Cutting accuracy: 0,4 mm

> 6 shears for trimming

> 2 automatic selection lines

> 2 planing machines for reconditioning material with any 

curvature problems

> Departments for manual selection

FEATURES OF 
THE PRODUCTION 
DEPARTMENTS



PRODUCTSPRODUCTS
> Electrolytic tinplate, electrolytic 

chromium coated steel, black 
plate, in sheets/rolls in 
thicknesses from 0.130 to 
0.49, with dimensional 
ranges from 450 to 1250 mm 
and with required EN10202-
EN10205 tolerances.

> First-grade material, either just 
in time or specified from the iron 
works 

> Ability to provide when 
necessary bottoms/
lids through our Cover Center 
(diameters currently in 
production: 73, 83, 99, 108, 109, 
140, 171, 180)



Excellent raw materials are a prerequisite 
to ensuring the satisfaction of the end 
user. 

With this in mind, Sidermec has always 
paid particular attention to its choice 
of suppliers. The quality of the material 
is the result of this constant attention 
maintaining a high level of service. 
Sidermec is the only service 
centre in Europe in contact with 
all of the most important and 
recognised European iron 
works, all strictly ISO 9001 
certified and capable of ensuring both 
reliability and flexibility to always provide a 
unique product for their customers.

QUALIFIED
suppliers



SUSTAINABILITY
Metal is called a permanent material because its properties 
remain unaltered over time even after repeated recycling and 
does not require the use of additives or other raw materials.

Metal retains its characteristics during the recycling process, thus 
allowing it to be recycled numerous times without undergoing 
progressive deterioration.

The circular economy

A circular economy keeps resources in use, retrieving and 
recycling materials at the end of their lifespan in order to create 
new value. Metal adapts perfectly to the circular economy 
concept. Metal recycling provides raw material and energy 
savings while reducing greenhouse gas emissions.



Passion and commitment.
Talent and teamwork. 

But above all, a spirit of sacrifice and desire to always reach new limits. 
The values of champions, in our work as in sport.
It is this mutual inspiration and attention to the social values of sport that is at the 
heart of Sidermec’s continued support for Italian cycling and the historic, professional 
Androni-Sidermec cycling team. 

commitments
SPORTING
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